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Abstract—The lack of effective contention resolution mecha-
nisms in the optical domain presents dynamic optical switching
architectures with a hard dilemma between high loss (when
adopting one-way reservations) and high delay (when using
two-way reservations). In this work we evaluate an alternative
hierarchical network architecture, which achieves a satisfactory
compromise by partitioning the network into a number of
geographically limited domains operating in slot and frame
synchronous mode where two-way reservations are effective.

Index Terms—Wide area networks, optical networks, optical
burst switching, WDM, statistical multiplexing.

I. INTRODUCTION

DYNAMIC resource allocation over optical backbone net-
works can provide the needed multiplexing gain required

by the prevailing bursty nature of modern traffic. Therefore so-
lutions towards Optical Burst Switching (OBS) have attracted
a lot of interest during the last decade [1]. However, the lack of
effective optical buffering presents dynamic optical switching
architectures with a hard dilemma between high loss (when
adopting one-way reservations) and high delay (when using
two-way reservations). Additionally excessive losses of data
bursts are intolerable in a high-speed optical backbone leading
both to very low utilization of network resources as well as
intolerable application level delays due to the retransmission
processes.

In light of the above observations, latest research directions
attempt to discover near-optimal solutions to the problem
of dynamic bandwidth reservation vs. loss probability and
reservation delay, while maintaining re-arrangeable optical
switches and a dynamic resource allocation framework [2], [3].
In [2] a mixed mode of operation of the dynamic OBS scheme
based on one-way reservations, in parallel with appropriate
control plane protocols for supporting a legacy circuit switch-
ing mode, named PATON, has been proposed. PATON shifts
the problem of optimal trade-off between service guarantees
and fast network response to dynamically varying bandwidth
requests to an equivalent problem of selecting the appropriate
reservation mode. PATON flexibly selects between a virtual
circuit establishment and release in longer time-frames (to
achieve guaranteed performance) and dynamic, best effort,
one-way reservations for burst transmission (to achieve faster
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transmission and bandwidth reservation albeit with probability
of burst loss).

Following a different approach but driven by the same
observations, the so called OBS-INI scheme proposed in [3],
trades-off delay vs. burst loss probability by breaking the
reservation path into two segments of variable hops. OBS-
INI performs guaranteed reservation of resources through a
two-way reservation protocol over the first segment, where the
intermediate node between the first and the second segment
initiates a typical one-way reservation procedure for the last
segment and the remaining hops.

In this work we attempt to improve loss probability, effi-
ciency and cost through an alternative hierarchical network
architecture where the network is partitioned into a number
of geographically limited domains operating in slot and frame
synchronous mode. Frame synchronous switching between
the domains allows for the adoption of a novel pipelined
reservation approach efficiently implementing two-way reser-
vations and additionally requires simpler optical switching
components.

II. THE DYNAMIC END-TO-END SUB-WAVELENGTH

RESOURCE ALLOCATION

To limit the burst loss in large optical core networks
where dynamic resource allocation is employed, an architec-
ture named “Clustering Architecture for Nodes in all Optical
Networks” (CANON) has been proposed in [4]. CANON
additionally targets an efficient aggregation and switching of
traffic at appropriate time scales adapting to the different
requirements of edge and core optical networks. According
to CANON the nodes of a wide area network (which can
range from tens to a few hundreds) are organized in clusters,
mainly based on vicinity, traffic, legacy infrastructure and
administrative criteria. Both Time Division and Wavelength
Division Multiplexing are employed. One node in each cluster
acts as “Master Node” (MN) and its role is, first, to coordinate
the transmissions of the nodes of its cluster aggregating traffic
and, second, to communicate with other MNs, acting as
a gateway for the cluster preventing collisions. Within the
limited-size clusters, which in [4] were logically organized
as rings, bursts of traffic in the form of a fixed duration
frame destined to the same cluster were formed employing an
appropriate reservation-based Medium Access Control (MAC)
protocol. Following this MAC protocol the MN guides the
cluster nodes to transmit in consecutive time slots on the
same wavelength generating “trains” of time-slots in order
to form the fixed-size frame, acting as a frame assembly
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engine. The frame duration (potentially several ms) is multiple
of that of the basic time-slot duration and is used as the
minimum time duration that can be reserved among clusters.
Detailed performance results as a function of the offered load
for this operation are provided in [4]. Thus, functionally-
wise each regular cluster node is a reconfigurable optical
add/drop of slots (with a reconfiguration time in the 100 𝜇sec
region) augmented with an electronic aggregation unit of client
packets into slots and MN is a multi-granular optical cross-
connect that a) creates and locally buffers frames out of slots
and b) synchronously switches frames (and potentially at the
wavelength or waveband levels depending on the inter-cluster
network resource allocation scheme).

Once a frame goes around the ring and reaches the MN,
it is forwarded towards the destination cluster MN via the
inter-cluster network (generally of arbitrary mesh topology),
which operates in a frame synchronous way. Frame switching
over the inter-cluster network, connecting the MNs, is the last
possible cause of collisions. Assuming strict requirements for
lossless operation in [4] these bursts (frames) could reach other
clusters using pre-provisioned wavelengths but this option
limits the scalability of the solution. In this letter we show that
we can improve the scalability of CANON by implementing
dynamic sub-wavelength resource allocation among MNs effi-
ciently offering quality of service guarantees over large scale
optical networks. We exploit the frame synchronous operation
of CANON to realize two-way reservations in a pipelined way.
Still, the experienced delay, which is the only concern in this
case, remains in average below the source-destination node
Round Trip Time (RTT) since the intra- and inter- cluster
resource reservation procedures operate in a pipelined way:
when the source MN decides the generation of a frame towards
a destination cluster (step 1 in Fig. 1) the reservation in the
inter-cluster domain is initiated -step 2- without waiting for
an acknowledgement to reach the nodes and the data frame to
reach the source MN.

In step 2 we use the “probe-and-go” control plane scheme
as presented in [7] for the inter-cluster reservation, because it
exhibits an important advantage: although it employs two-way
reservations, the observed delay remains close to one round
trip time and delays equal to two round trip times or higher
are very rarely measured [7]. This is possible because (due
to the fixed size of data frames generated at the MN) each
frame in the FIFO queue will depart with the first positive
reservation response irrespective of which frame arrival caused
it. In case of unsuccessful attempts in the past, a successful
reservation triggered by a request later in time will be used to
serve the frame at the head of the queue, hence reducing the
average reservation delay. Negative responses in turn cause a
new reservation to be launched. Adopting the proposed scheme
(Fig. 1) and assuming equal RTTs within each cluster, the end-
to-end delay is equal to the intra- cluster RTT augmented by
1.5 times the MN-to-MN RTT. This is applicable when the
intra-cluster RTT is lower than the source MN to destination
MN RTT.

The concept of node clustering has also been studied in
the context of bandwidth allocation through static wavelength
routing schemes [5]. Only recently schemes to implement
traffic grooming through clustering of nodes at sub-wavelength
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Fig. 1. End-to-end control and data exchanges.
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Fig. 2. The inter-cluster network topology connecting 70 nodes organized
in 14 clusters.

allocation granularities have been proposed [6] but still as-
suming resource allocation on a connection-oriented mode.
Our approach actually inherently performs equivalently to a
static OBS-INI [3] scheme, where the MNs act as intermediate
nodes in the reservation process.

III. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

The performance assessment of the proposed architecture
was carried out by means of computer simulations using the
NSF network as a core network model. The 14 nodes of
the NSF network were considered as MNs collecting regional
traffic from clusters of 5 nodes in their vicinity according to
the CANON architecture (interconnected as shown in Fig. 2).

On each link, W wavelengths of 10Gbps each carry data
in frames of 5ms (two scenarios for W=4 and W=16 are
shown here). All MNs are assumed to have full wavelength
conversion capability. The distances among the MNs were
rounded up to the nearest multiple of the frame duration
(as also done in [7]). At the cluster nodes, Poisson sources
simulate generation of packets with uniformly distributed
destinations. An intra-cluster RTT of 5ms, corresponding to
rings of 1000km periphery has been assumed.

The performance of the proposed scheme is compared to
that of just-enough-time (JET) OBS [1] and OBS-INI schemes
[3]. Specifically OBS-JET is only examined for the 2nd step
(inter-cluster dynamic reservations) and not as an end-to end
solution for the overall network of 70 nodes, which would be
totally impractical. To compare our results directly with those
presented in [3] the comparison with OBS-INI has been made
for a single wavelength (W=1) and for intermediate initiating
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nodes residing 3-hops away (which is the best case presented
in [3]).

In Fig. 3 the average end-to-end delay (i.e. observed be-
tween cluster nodes) for traffic generated in clusters 3 and 8
(destined to all other clusters) executing the scheme shown in
Fig. 1 is measured against the offered load as a percentage of
link capacity. Cluster 3 represents the case of highest average
distances to all other destinations, whereas cluster 8 represents
an average case. Infinite FIFO buffers per destination at the
MNs are assumed in this scenario so as to evaluate the worst
case for the overall delay. As observed the proposed approach
and OBS-INI introducing 2-way reservations exhibit higher
average delay than plain OBS-JET, remaining though within
acceptable limits for any type of service, especially if we take
into account that we are considering an optical network of 14
nodes for OBS-INI and OBS-JET and 70 nodes in total.

In Fig. 4 the loss performance of the proposed approach
across all 70 nodes is compared with that of OBS-JET and
OBS-INI only across the 14 core nodes respectively for
different values of W and B. To bring losses at the MNs to
measurable values, we constrain the edge MN’s buffer capacity
B per destination MN to small values. It is worth noting that

a buffer of e.g. 8 frames (i.e. B = 50 MBytes) summed over
all destinations is still a very low figure compared to currently
deployed core IP routers (e.g. for loss probability values below
10−4, less than 1.5 frames per destination MN have to be
stored at the source MN). The proposed scheme, even with
limited buffers, achieves significantly lower losses than when
using OBS-JET, even only between MNs, whereas the slightly

higher delay compared to OBS-INI is compensated by the
lower loss probability. It is worth noting that in high loads,
larger buffers result in higher loss. This counter-intuitive effect
is due to the fact that in a backlogged situation, the offered
load seen by the network is determined by the MN buffer size
rather than the original rate of data arrivals [7]. Thus, larger
buffers lead to more frequent requests and worse congestion
conditions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

CANON is a novel solution towards traffic aggregation and
switching over large scale optical networks. We proposed
a novel pipelined dynamic resource reservation approach
exploiting its frame synchronous switching operation which
results in improved loss probabilities, efficiency and cost.
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